Grand

Slovenia Tour

» DURATION: 9 nights / 10 days
» ACCOMODATION: Hotels
» TRANSPORT: Plane, Bus or Private Car/Van
» MINIMUM NUMBER
OF TRAVELERS: 15 pax

amazing

9 nights

10

days

1. day Slovenia
Arrival to Ljubljana and transfer to hotel.
Time for relaxation and lunch (optional).
In the afternoon exploring of the city
center of Ljubljana: old medieval part,
castle above the city and learning of
famous architect Jože Plečnik who
gave Ljubljana the spirit with his unique
architecture style. Dinner in traditional
Slovenian or Indian restaurant (optional).

4. day Slovenia

2. day Slovenia

3. day Slovenia

After breakfast drive to Postojna to discover After breakfast visit of Salt Works Museum in
underground world of Postojna Cave most the regional reserve Sečovlje Salina Salt Pans
popular karst cave in the world then we'll nature park. After the visit we'll continue to
continue to idyllic village of Predjama where you Piran - favourite town on the Slovenian coast
will be amazed by fairy tale medieval Predjama to »get lost« in its medieval narrow streets and
castle. Proceed to coastal town Portorož Free enjoying great seafood lunch (optional). Return
afternoon. Overnight at the hotel.
to Portorož. Free time for relaxation. Overnight
at the hotel.

5. day Slovenia

6. day Slovenia

After breakfast drive to Lipica to visit the white After the breakfast short drive Goriška Brda,
After breakfast we drive through beautiful Soča
Lipizzaner horse farm.Proceed to gorgeous Tuscany of Slovenia. Visit of the biggest wine
river valley. You can also try riding the rapids on
medieval village Štanjel. On the way to Nova cellar in Slovenia and try a few different wines.
a 2 hour white water rafting. Instead of rafting
Gorica we will stop in one of the local restaurantss Free time for lunch (optional) in local restaurant
you can visit the WWII museum and find out
and taste delicious prosciutto and famous dry where you can try their delicious Briška cuisine.
more about the battles in the valley. After lunch
red wine Teran. Nova Gorica has many casinos Back to Nova Gorica. Overnight at the hotel.
(optional) drive towards the highest mountain
including BIGGEST CASINO in EUROPE and is
pass in Slovenia – Vršič. Later we will descent
considered as »Slovenian Las Vegas«. Overnight
down the pass and drive to Kranjska Gora and
at the hotel.
Bled. Overnight at the hotel.

7. day Slovenia

8. day Slovenia

9. day Slovenia

After breakfast visit of Bled castle and island After breakfast depart for the second biggest After the breakfast departure to visit
and town of Bled. After then we'll proceed to town in Slovenia – Maribor. After the visiting Charterhouse Žiče , one of the most famous and
visit breath-taking Vintgar gorge. We'll continue Maribor we are going to take Jeruzalem Wine oldest monasteries in Slovenia.
to Bohinj, our largest glacial lake located in the Road that is famous for numerous kinds of After the visit we’ll proceed to visit Otočec. On the
Triglav National Park. Return to Bled. Overnight excellent wines which take us to Ptuj. Overnight way we’ll stop in city of Celje, former seat of only
at the hotel.
at the hotel.
Slovenian nobility. Overnight at the hotel.

10. day Slovenia
After breakfast transfer from the hotel
in Otočec to Ljubljana airport or stop in
Ljubljana for shopping ( depends of the
flight schedule ).

